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ABSTRACT
There is a growing consensus that metabolically and phylogenetically diverse
assemblages of microorganisms mediate subglacial nutrient and elemental cycling.
Subglacial Lake Whillans (SLW), located under 801 m of glacial ice, was recently
penetrated using environmentally clean protocols. SLW is a permanently dark, cold (-0.5
°C [degrees Celsius]), and shallow (~2.2 m) freshwater lake beneath the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet. The presence and diversity of key functional genes involved in dissimilatory
sulfur oxidation and reduction were examined at various depths in two sediment cores
taken from SLW. Our data show a diversity of sulfur transformation genes throughout the
top 34 cm of SLW sediments, which changes with depth. The surficial sediments appear
dominated by genes related to known sulfur-oxidizing chemoautotrophs. Sequences
encoding the adenosine-5’-phosphosulfate (APS) reductase gene, involved in both
dissimilatory sulfate reduction and sulfur oxidation were present in all samples and
clustered into 16 distinct Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs). The majority (74%) of
APS reductase sequences clustered with known chemoautotrophic sulfur oxidizers
including the “Sideroxydans” and Thiobacillus genera, but members of the genera
Thermodesulfovibrio, Desulfobacterium, and Desulfotomaculum were also observed.
Detection of sequences encoding for reverse-acting dissimilatory sulfite reductase (rDSR)
were consistent with 16S rRNA gene data which indicated phylotypes of “Sideroxydans”
and Thiobacillus were abundant in the top 2 cm of SLW sediments. Low rates (1.4 pmol
[picomoles] cm-3 [cubed centimeter] d-1 [day]) of biologically-mediated sulfate reduction
occurred in samples from 0-8 cm in bulk anaerobic sediment incubations. To our
iv

knowledge, these are the first reported measurements of sulfate reduction from an
Antarctic subglacial environment. Sequences encoding for the dissimilatory sulfite
reductase gene (DSR) from known sulfate-reducing prokaryotes (SRP) indicates that the
sediment microbial community has the genetic potential to reduce sulfate. The
contribution of microbial activity to mineral weathering via sulfur driven chemosynthesis
is relevant for understanding the ecology of subglacial lake ecosystems and their role as
solute and nutrient sources to the Southern Ocean.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH AIMS
Introduction
Subglacial aquatic environments
Ice covers ~10% of the Earth’s terrestrial surface, yet only recently with the
detection of microorganisms above, within, and below glaciers, has ice been identified as
a portion of the biosphere (Anesio and Laybourn-Parry, 2011; Priscu and Christner, 2004;
Priscu, 2008; Edwards et al., 2014). Glaciers and ice sheets are not described as biomes
on Earth in most textbooks, yet it is estimated that 1× 1026 microbial cells exist within the
Antarctic Ice Sheet and subglacial lakes alone (Priscu and Christner, 2004). Recent
compilations of geophysical surveys have identified expansive systems of liquid water
beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Priscu et al., 2008; Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Wright
and Siegert, 2012) and in Arctic regions (Fahnestock et al., 2001; Andersen et al., 2004;
Gaidos et al., 2004). The focus of this thesis is on Antarctic subglacial environments,
which remain largely unexplored due to their remoteness and seclusion beneath the thick
(between 0.3-5 km) Antarctic Ice Sheet (Fretwell et al., 2013).
Subglacial Antarctic Lake Exploration (SALE) motivations
The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) organized an
international group of researchers to establish an initiative called Subglacial Antarctic
Lake Exploration (SALE). This group developed a roadmap for large-scale projects that
would enable the study of subglacial Antarctica (Priscu et al., 2003). SALE established
priorities to determine how and which Antarctic subglacial lakes should be studied by
assessing necessary technology, environmental considerations, and research goals (Priscu
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et al., 2003). This organization recognized the challenges in studying subglacial lakes and
promoted an interdisciplinary approach so that the study of the geology, biology,
glaciology, and geochemistry of these subglacial systems would be integrated (Priscu et
al., 2003). SALE acknowledges the importance of environmental stewardship with
regards to pristine Antarctic ecosystems and that potential contaminates (such as
chemicals or non-native organisms) could compromise the environment as well as future
scientific analyses. SALE aims to promote the study of many subglacial lakes over time
to survey the varying environments that exist beneath the large Antarctic continent. Like
on other continents, each Antarctic subglacial lake is unique with physical and biological
characteristics influenced by bed topography, elevation, and potential interconnectivity.
Therefore sampling just one lake is not necessarily representative of all. Studying many
of these subglacial lakes will allow for numerous scientific goals to be addressed, e.g.
determining climatic information, understand the subglacial hydrological system, the
origin of subglacial lakes, and the structure, function, and evolution of microbial life in
these ecosystems (Priscu et al., 2003). The long-term goals established by SALE laid the
framework for the long-term vision of subglacial access. This planning has led to the
retrieval of the samples analyzed for this thesis.
The Antarctic subglacial water system
The water present beneath Antarctica is dynamic; ~130 of the 379 subglacial
lakes identified in Antarctica (Wright and Siegert, 2012) are considered temporary
storage reservoirs for liquid water (Fricker et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2009). These lakes
were identified from ice surface elevation changes and are considered ‘active lakes’
because they drain and refill their contents sub-decadally (Fricker et al., 2007; Smith et
2

al., 2009). These ‘active lakes’ promote water movement, and likely sediment movement
that influences ice flow rates. Understanding the physical activity of these systems is
important for determining ice sheet stability, to predict potential ice sheet collapse that
has occurred in the past (Scherer et al., 1998). Some of these ‘active’ lakes are connected
along hydrological flow paths, creating subglacial estuaries that lead to the Southern
Ocean (Carter and Fricker, 2012; Horgan et al., 2013).
The Whillans Ice Stream (WIS) and Subglacial Lake Whillans (SLW)
The Whillans Ice Stream (WIS) is one of six ice streams that drain the Siple Coast
of West Antarctica into the Ross Sea (Hughes, 1977). These ice streams have
unpredictable movement that is affected by melt water, geothermal flux, and water
saturated sediment (Alley et al., 1986). This area of Antarctica is an important focus
because if the ice covering West Antarctica were to melt, global sea level could rise by
4.3 meters (Fretwell et al. 2013). The WIS overlies a system of connected ‘active’
subglacial lakes (Fricker et al., 2007; Fricker and Scambos, 2009). One of these lakes,
Subglacial Lake Whillans, is a small (0.59 km2) and shallow (2.2 m), freshwater lake 801
m beneath the lower portion of the WIS (Christianson et al., 2012; Tulacyzk et al., 2014;
Christner et al., 2014). The National Science Foundation funded an interdisciplinary
project to study this lake, The Whillans Ice Stream Subglacial Access Research Drilling
(WISSARD) Project. WISSARD is multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional initiative
aiming to understand the water system, ice and sediment movement, stability, ocean
interactions, geochemistry, and microbiology beneath the WIS (Fricker et al., 2011).
Water and sediment samples from Subglacial Lake Whillans were collected in
January 2013 (Tulaczyk et al., 2014). A clean access protocol was employed for
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environmental stewardship including an extensive melt water filtration system, UV and
hydrogen peroxide treated instruments and cables as described by Priscu et al. (2013).
The biology portion of the WISSARD project aimed to understand the microbial
metabolic and phylogenetic diversity and associated mineral weathering reactions in a
subglacial environment by analyzing sediment and water samples collected directly from
an Antarctic subglacial lake (Fricker et al., 2011).
Subglacial microbial metabolic activity
Subglacial environments are defined as the interface between glaciers, ice sheets,
and the underlying bedrock material, where ice, water, and mineral surfaces interact.
Microorganisms have been detected in all sampled subglacial aquatic environments
including a subglacial lake beneath the Grimsvötn Glacier, Iceland (Gaidos et al., 2004),
sediments beneath Robertson Glacier, Canada (Hamilton et al., 2013), a brine outflow
from beneath the Taylor Glacier in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, East Antarctica (Mikucki
et al., 2004), and sediments beneath the Kamb Ice Stream, West Antarctica (Lanoil et al.,
2009). The abundance of microorganisms in subglacial water range from 1×103 to 107
cells ml-1 (Christner et al., 2006; Mikucki and Priscu, 2007; Gaidos et al., 2004; Miteva et
al., 2004; Sharp et al., 1999; Christner et al., 2014) and 5×104 to 5×107 cells g-1 (Gaidos
et al., 2004; Lanoil et al., 2009; Pearce et al., 2013) in subglacial sediments.
Microbial metabolic activity beneath Arctic and Alpine glaciers and Antarctic Ice
Sheet support both heterotrophic activity and chemoautotrophic production (e.g. Mikucki
et al., 2004; Christner et al., 2006; Boyd et al., 2014). A combination of 16S rRNA gene
surveys, geochemical data, and activity measurements have revealed diverse metabolic
activities are likely to occur in these ecosystems, including sulfur oxidation, sulfate
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reduction, iron oxidation and reduction, nitrate reduction, ammonia oxidation, and
methanogenesis (Skidmore et al., 2000; Bottrell and Tranter, 2002; Wadham et al., 2004;
Christner et al., 2006; Mikucki and Priscu, 2007; Mikucki et al., 2009; Lanoil et al., 2009;
Christner et al., 2014).
SLW microbial community
Chemoautotrophic and heterotrophic activity were measured in the SLW water
column, using 14C-bicarbonate (32.9 ng C l-1 d-1), and 3H-leucine (2.9 ng C l-1 d-1),
respectively (Christner et al., 2014). 16S rRNA gene analyses (99.5% sequencing
coverage) revealed phylotypes related to the nitrite-oxidizing Candidatus Nitrotoga were
the most abundant (13%; Christner et al., 2014). Relatives of the ammonia oxidizing
Candidatus Nitrosoarchaeum (2.5%) were also abundant (Christner et al., 2014). These
phylotypes supported reported values of Δ17O of NO3 which indicates that primary
production in the water column may be driven by nitrification (Christner et al., 2014).
Dominant phylotypes identified in the SLW surficial sediments (0-2 cm) included clones
related to sulfur and iron oxidizers including “Sideroxydans” (12%) and Thiobacillus
(6%) (Christner et al., 2014).
The sulfur cycle
The element sulfur is essential for all life. The largest reservoir for biologically
available sulfur on Earth is sulfate in the ocean, but an abundance of sulfur is contained
in bedrock sulfide and sulfate minerals (Madigan, 2005). Sulfur transformations occur
abiotically and biotically and sulfur exists in many oxidation states from -2 (sulfide) to
+6 (sulfate), which participate in various redox reactions. The sulfur cycle is influenced
by microbial metabolic activity and tightly linked to other element cycles including
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carbon, iron, oxygen, and nitrogen. All organisms assimilate sulfur, for production of the
amino acids cysteine and methionine and components of enzymes. Conversely, diverse
groups of prokaryotes utilize sulfur compounds as energy sources for cell growth, carbon
fixation, and anaerobic respiration. The sulfur-oxidizing prokaryotes (SOP) are
represented in many phylogenetic groups including the anoxygenic phototrophic
Chlorobi phylum and the Gammaproteobacteria order Chromatiales, within the
chemolithoautotrophic members of Betaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria,
Gammaproteobacteria, and the archaeal phyla Crenarchaeota (Friedrich et al., 2001;
Friedrich et al., 2005). SOP can oxidize a variety of sulfur compounds, including
elemental sulfur, polysulfide, thiosulfate, sulfite, and sulfide in redox reactions with a
variety of electron acceptors including O2, NO3-, Mn+3/+4, and Fe+3. Reduced sulfur
compounds are either contained in reduced minerals or generated by the sulfate reducing
prokaryotes (SRP) that utilize sulfate as a final electron acceptor for anaerobic
respiration. Sulfate reduction is an important process in anaerobic marine sediments,
where it has been estimated that SRPs are responsible for half of organic carbon
oxidation globally (Canfield et al., 1993; Thullner et al., 2009; Bowles et al., 2014). SRP
have also been shown in syntrophic relationships with anaerobic methane oxidizing
archaea (Schink, 2006) where these syntrophic consortiums can be abundant in some
marine sediments (Boetius et al., 2000; Hinrichs and Boetius, 2003).
The pathway of microbial sulfate reduction to hydrogen sulfide has been well
characterized and is a three step reaction (Wagner et al., 1998; Rabus et al., 2006; Meyer
and Kuever, 2007b), however, not all SRP perform all steps (Rabus et al., 2006). Sulfate
reduction begins with the activation of sulfate via sulfate adenyltransferase (sat), forming
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adenosine-5’-phosphosulfate (APS). APS is then reduced via adenosine-5’phosphosulfate reductase to AMP and sulfite. Sulfite is subsequently reduced to hydrogen
sulfide via the dissimilatory sulfite reductase (DSR) enzyme system. A homologue of this
pathway is found in some groups of SOP, where it is proposed to work in the reverse
direction (Hipp et al., 1997; Dahl et al., 2005; Meyer and Kuever, 2007a) and has been
found to be responsible for the oxidation of sulfur globules (Pott and Dahl, 1998; Dahl et
al., 2005; Holkenbrink et al., 2011) that are formed by some groups of anoxygenic
phototrophic and chemolithoautotrophic sulfur oxidizers. Other SOP contain a multienzyme SOX system capable of oxidizing reduced sulfur compounds (Meyer et al.,
2007).
Sulfur transformations in subglacial environments
Multiple lines of evidence support the presence of microbially mediated sulfur
transformations in subglacial environments. Beneath Arctic glaciers, 16S rRNA gene
surveys have identified phylotypes related to chemoautotrophs including those capable of
sulfur and iron oxidation (Skidmore et al., 2005; Hamilton et al., 2013). Beneath an
alpine glacier in Switzerland, low 18O values of SO4, signified sulfur oxidation likely
coupled to ferric iron reduction (Bottrell and Tranter, 2002). The importance of sulfur
driven chemosynthesis in sediments beneath Robertson Glacier, Canada, has been
confirmed via geochemical and molecular analyses of microcosm experiments (Boyd et
al., 2014). Boyd et al. (2014) reported a dominant phylotype related to “Sideroxydans
lithotrophicus”, a known iron and sulfur oxidizer (Emerson et al., 2013), was likely
responsible for dark carbon fixation based on increased sulfate production, uptake of
bicarbonate, and analysis of RuBisCo gene sequences. Sulfate reducers have been
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enriched from samples beneath John Evans Glacier, Canada and geochemical analysis
based on δ18O and δ34S values of sulfate showed that sulfate reduction occurred in
meltwater beneath Findsterwalderbreen Glacier in Svalbard (Wadham et al., 2004).
Few samples have been obtained from Antarctic subglacial environments,
however 16S rRNA gene analysis from accretion ice above Lake Vostok and sediments
beneath the Kamb Ice Stream have indicated phylotypes related to known sulfur oxidizers
(Christner et al., 2006; Lanoil et al., 2009). In the brine outflow from beneath the Taylor
Glacier, Blood Falls, 16S rRNA genes related to sulfur oxidizers and reducers were
identified (Mikucki and Priscu, 2007). These phylotypes supported a microbially driven
sulfur cycling based on abundances of δ18O and δ34S of sulfate and the presence of the
sulfate reduction functional gene APS reductase in Blood Falls (Mikucki et al., 2009).
While these environments show evidence of microbially driven sulfur
transformations, little is known about the structure, diversity, and abundance of sulfur
transforming microbes in these vast ecosystems and what their impact to other elemental
cycles including nitrogen, carbon, and iron, and might be. The work presented in this
thesis provides evidence of a diverse sulfur cycling microbial community present in
sediments from SLW.
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Research objectives and hypotheses
Little is known about the presence and function of the microbial communities in
Antarctic subglacial ecosystems. It is unknown what the impact of microbial metabolic
activity beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet may have on a global scale, however it is
predicted that a methane reservoir exists beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Wadham et al.,
2012) and that ice sheets can be a significant source of iron into the oceans (Hawkings et
al., 2014). Studying subglacial community function can determine the importance of
elemental cycling that potentially influences primary production in the Southern Ocean.
Accordingly, how the function of microbial communities evolve and sustain themselves
in permanently cold subglacial environments isolated from photosynthetic energy is not
known.
The main objective of this study was to assess the diversity and abundance of
microorganisms that transform sulfur compounds in SLW sediments, addressing the
following overarching hypothesis and sub-hypotheses:

The microbial community residing in SLW sediments metabolizes sulfur
compounds
H1: Sulfate supports heterotrophic metabolism in the SLW sediment microbial
community.
Rationale: Sulfate is a favorable electron acceptor upon depletion of oxygen,
nitrate, iron (III), and manganese (IV) for the oxidation of organic compounds.
Sulfate reduction has been shown to be responsible for the oxidation of half the
organic carbon in marine sediments globally (Jørgensen, 1982). In subglacial
environments, the potential for sulfate reduction has been identified via 16S
9

rRNA gene analysis, enrichment experiments, geochemical data, and APS
reductase analysis (Skidmore et al., 2000; Wadham et al., 2004; Mikucki et al.,
2009). We propose that sulfate is utilized for the oxidation of organic carbon in
SLW sediments.
Objectives to address H1:
1. Extract DNA from SLW sediments and PCR amplify two key genes involved in
the only known dissimilatory sulfate reduction pathway, adenosine-5’phosphosulfate (APS) reductase and dissimilatory sulfite reductase (DSR)
2. Measure activity of sulfate reduction via hydrogen sulfide production in 35S
sulfate incubation experiments

H2: Microbial communities in SLW sediment gain energy via sulfur oxidation
Rationale: SLW is a permanently dark environment; therefore sulfur oxidation
could be the mechanism in which energy is generated for carbon fixation in this
system. Mineral weathering via sulfur oxidation has been found to occur beneath
Alpine glaciers (Bottrell and Tranter, 2002). A sulfur driven community could be
present in this ecosystem dependent on chemoautotrophic primary production.
Objective to address H2:
1. PCR amplify genes involved in sulfur oxidation including, adenosine-5phosphosulfate (APS) reductase and reverse dissimilatory sulfite reductase
(rDSR)
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H3: Sulfur-oxidizing microbial abundance is great than sulfate-reducing microbes at the
sediment surface in SLW
Rationale: Evidence for chemosynthesis is prevalent in subglacial environments
via measurements of bicarbonate incorporation (Gaidos et al., 2004; Mikucki and
Priscu, 2007; Boyd et al., 2014; Christner et al., 2014) and 16S rRNA gene
sequences related to sulfur oxidizing chemolithoautotrophic phylotypes (Bottrell
and Tranter, 2002; Christner et al., 2006; Mikucki and Priscu, 2007; Lanoil et al.,
2009; Hamilton et al., 2013; Boyd et al., 2014). Sulfur-oxidizing microbes present
in SLW would likely reside in the surface sediments where oxygen is present.
While SOP could also utilize alternative electron acceptors under anaerobic
conditions, like nitrate or ferric iron, a higher abundance of SOP would probably
take advantage of oxygen which is more energetically favorable.
Objectives to address H3:
1. Analyze the diversity of APS reductase among the depths of two sediment cores
taken from SLW
2. Perform Q-PCR to quantify copies of the prokaryote 16S rRNA gene and APS
reductase among the depths of two sediment cores taken from SLW

11
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II. MICROBIALLY MEDIATED SULFUR TRANSFORMATIONS IN
SUBGLACIAL LAKE WHILLANS
Introduction
It is now recognized that a diversity of subglacial aquatic environments exists
beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet, including lakes, streams, marine brines, and watersaturated sediments (Priscu et al., 2008; Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Skidmore, 2011;
Wright and Siegert, 2012; Mikucki et al., 2009). Recently, the Whillans Ice Stream
Subglacial Access Research Drilling (WISSARD) project explored Subglacial Lake
Whillans (SLW), one of 379 subglacial lakes identified beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet
(Wright and Siegert, 2012). SLW is the first Antarctic subglacial lake to be directly
sampled for bulk water and sediment (Tulaczyk et al., 2014). Initial analyses of samples
collected from SLW show the presence of an active community of diverse heterotrophic
and autotrophic microorganisms in the water column and surficial sediments (Christner et
al., 2014).
In subglacial environments, interactions between physical drivers, including the
presence of liquid water, glacial ice, and underlying bedrock, control the availability of
essential elements and energetic substrates for microbial metabolism. As glaciers grind
bedrock they expose minerals (Tranter et al., 2005; Anderson, 2007), increasing available
reactive surfaces for direct microbial interaction. Subglacial environments are
permanently dark and resident microorganisms must obtain energy for growth from redox
active compounds derived from legacy material in pre-glacial sediments, minerals from
underlying bedrock, or deposits from basal ice melt. The availability of oxygen for
respiration in these systems is largely dependent on the balance between metabolic and
13

chemical demand, entrapment in accretion ice, and sources such as subglacial advective
flow and release from the overlying ice sheet. Variations in oxygen concentration and
availability of organic carbon can determine microbial community structure and function
in subglacial environments, leading to alternative electron acceptors for anaerobic
respiration (Tranter et al., 2005).
Sulfate and sulfide minerals in bedrock represent a large reservoir of sulfur on
Earth (Schlesinger, 2013). This reservoir is in constant flux via weathering reactions that
transfer sulfur to the atmosphere and ocean (Schlesinger, 2013). All microorganisms
require sulfur for cellular components, such as the amino acids cysteine and methionine,
however some microorganisms utilize sulfur compounds in dissimilatory, energy yielding
metabolic processes. Microbial sulfur metabolism can influence mineral dissolution and
precipitation indirectly via production of acidic metabolic byproducts, or directly via
electron transfer (Ehrlich, 1996; Banfield, 1999). Organisms that oxidize reduced sulfur
compounds, the sulfur-oxidizing prokaryotes (SOP) are metabolically and
phylogenetically diverse (Friedrich et al., 2001; 2005), and can utilize a variety of
electron acceptors including O2, NO3-, Mn+3/+4, and Fe+3. Other organisms, sulfatereducing prokaryotes (SRP), respire organic material using sulfate as an electron acceptor
when oxygen is absent (Jørgensen, 1982; Jørgensen and Postgate, 1982). Sulfate
reduction is widely recognized as an important process in anaerobic marine sediments,
where it contributes to greater than 50% of total organic carbon oxidation globally
(Canfield, 1993; Thullner et al., 2009; Bowles et al., 2014). Reduced sulfur compounds
generated by sulfate reduction in turn can provide energy for SOP, although a larger
fraction of reduced sulfur for microbial oxidation may come from mineral sources.
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Measurements of metabolic substrate concentrations, enrichment cultures, and
molecular surveys indicate sulfate reduction and sulfide oxidation occur beneath Arctic
glaciers (Bottrell and Tranter, 2002; Wadham et al., 2004; Skidmore et al., 2000),
although, less is known about Antarctic subglacial communities. 16S rRNA gene
sequence surveys support the presence of the SOP Gallionella and Thiobacillus in
sediments beneath the Kamb Ice Stream in West Antarctica, which neighbors the WIS
(Lanoil et al., 2009). Wadham et al. (2012), predicted conditions favoring methane
accumulation beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet where sulfate reduction ceases (Wadham et
al., 2012). Mikucki et al. (2009) described a catalytic sulfur cycle below the Taylor
Glacier in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica based on the natural isotopic abundance
measurements of sulfate and sulfate reduction functional genes. Data on subglacial
microbial processes to date all indicate that microorganisms enhance subglacial
weathering (e.g., Montross et al., 2013) and may explain some observed diagenetic
effects noted on subglacial mineral grains (Tulaczyk et al., 1998).
Analyzing genes involved in dissimilatory sulfur transformations in
environmental samples can inform putative in situ metabolic activity. Here we analyzed
the presence and diversity of three dissimilatory sulfur cycling genes (APS, DSR, and
rDSR in SLW sediments). APS reductase is a conserved enzyme among both SRP and
SOP (Meyer and Kuever, 2007c) and the alpha subunit of APS reductase, aprA, is a
common marker for both metabolic groups (Meyer and Kuever, 2007c). Dissimilatory
sulfite reductase (DSR) is found in all SRP and catalyzes the final energy-yielding step of
sulfite reduction to hydrogen sulfide (Wagner et al., 1998; Rabus et al., 2006; Zverlov et
al., 2005). A homologue of DSR, reverse-acting DSR (rDSR), is a marker for some
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sulfur-storing and oxidizing members of the phyla Chlorobi and Proteobacteria and is
thought to be involved in the oxidation of intracellular stored elemental sulfur compounds
(Pott and Dahl, 1998; Loy et al., 2008; 2009).
Results presented here show that prokaryotes in SLW sediments mediate sulfur
transformations and support growing evidence for the importance of chemosynthesis in
SLW (Christner et al., 2014) and other cold, dark, subglacial environments. Our data
elucidate a potential energetic strategy of the microbial communities in this subglacial
ecosystem.

Materials and Methods
Site description and sample collection
SLW is located beneath the downstream portion of the WIS (S 84.237°, W
153.614°) (Christianson et al., 2012), ca. 100 km from the grounding zone, where the ice
sheet transitions into the Ross Ice Shelf (Figure 1). SLW is a shallow lake located in what
appears to be a large wetland along the Siple Coast of West Antarctica (Priscu et al.,
2010; Fricker et al., 2011). SLW drains and refills on a sub-decadal time scale
discharging water towards the Ross Sea (Fricker et al., 2007; Carter and Fricker, 2012;
Siegfried et al., 2014). In January 2013, the WISSARD Project (www.wissard.org) used
hot water drilling to penetrate 801±1 m of glacial ice to access SLW. Details of drilling
operations are described elsewhere (Tulaczyk et al., 2014). A clean access protocol
(Priscu et al., 2013) was followed to maintain both sample integrity and environmental
stewardship under the Antarctic Treaty Code of Conduct. Briefly, drilling water was
passed through two filtration units (2.0 and 0.2 µm) to remove large particulates and
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microbial cells. Water was then subjected to two wavelengths of ultraviolet irradiation,
185 nm for organic matter destruction and germicidal 254 nm. Finally, drilling water was
pressurized and heated to 90 °C and used to melt an access borehole. Drilling water was
chemically and microbially tested throughout the operations. Instruments were cleaned
with 3% hydrogen peroxide and cables and hoses were deployed through a UV collar
during deployment down the borehole (Priscu et al., 2013).
The SLW water column was 2.2 m deep at the time of sampling (Tulaczyk et al.,
2014; Christner et al., 2014). Sediments were collected using a gravity driven multi-corer
(Uwitec) that was built to allow deployment through a 30 cm diameter borehole. The
coring device was designed to simultaneously recover three 50 cm long x 6 cm diameter
cores of undisturbed sediment and water from the sediment-water interface. The multicorer was successful in recovering ~40 cm of sediment and 20 cm of basal water in most
deployments. Sediment cores analyzed in this study were collected from the 2nd
deployment of the multi-corer (identified as core ‘MC-2B’) and the 3rd deployment (core
‘MC-3C’; Tulaczyk et al., 2014). The cores contained conspicuous bubbles when brought
to the surface, suggesting possible degassing during core retrieval. The ice above the lake
moved ~5 cm during the 2nd and 3rd multi-core casts, thus samples may represent
overlapping locations (Tulaczyk et al., 2014). Approximately two thirds of the sediments
from MC-3C slipped out of the core tube, leaving the top ~16 cm of sediment, which
appeared structurally undisturbed. Cores were vertically extruded and serially sectioned
using a core stand and cutter (Uwitec) in a Class 100 laminar flow hood. Sediments were
sampled from three depth intervals in each core. MC-2B was sampled at depths of 0-4, 48, and 28-34 cm and MC-3C was sampled at depths of 2.0-3.5, 3.5-8.0, and 8-16 cm
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Figure 1. Location of Subglacial Lake Whillans (SLW) and schematic of the
Whillans Ice Stream (WIS). (A) Satellite image of the Siple Coast with SLW labeled
(after Fricker and Scambos, 2009); the blue line indicates the proposed subglacial water
flow path towards the grounding line (Carter and Fricker, 2012). Background satellite
image from MODIS Mosaic of Antarctica (Haran et al., 2005). (B) Cross-sectional
cartoon of the WIS indicating the borehole through 801 m of ice. Sediment cores were
collected through ~2.2 m of water. The black arrows indicate the direction of ice
movement; the green arrow indicates predicted dispersal of subglacial water into the
marine cavity beneath the Ross Ice Shelf. Cross-sectional cartoon of the WIS adapted
from Fricker et al. (2011).
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Table 1. Subglacial Lake Whillans sediment samples used in this study, gene amplifications, sulfate reduction rates (SRR),
and Q-PCR gene quantification. Gene amplifications from SLW sediments: “+” indicates positive amplification. “-”
indicates no amplification.
a

At least one of the primer combinations amplified (Table 4)
p value calculated by one tailed unpaired t test to determine significance differences when compared with kills; * = significant (p <0.05); ** = highly
significant (p <0.01); The water column was NS. ND = Not Determined.
c
p value calculated by two tailed unpaired t test assuming equal variance to determine significant differences between copies of bacterial and archaeal 16S
rRNA gene copies. * = significant (p <0.05); ** = highly significant (p <0.01)
d
First number is % aprA with respect to total prokaryote 16S rRNA gene copies and second is to total bacterial 16S rRNA from Q-PCR quantification.
b

Sample

Gene

Core

Depth
(cm)

aprA
(384bp)

dsrAB
(1.9kb)

dsrA
(221bp)

rdsrABa
(1.9kb)

MC-2B

0-4

+

-

+

+

MC-2B

4-8

+

-

+

-

Sulfate Reduction Rates
(SRR) (pmol cm-3 d-1)b
Without
With
formate
formate
0.42**
ND

Gene quantification (copies g-1 wet sediment)
Bacterial
16S rRNAc

Archaeal
16S rRNAc

aprA

0.41**

3.9×106**

2.4×106**

9.12×105

% aprA
of 16S
rRNAd
14.5/23.6

ND

2.6×104*

5.8×105*

9.60×103

1.6/36.6

5

6

3

MC-2B

28-34

+

+

+

-

ND

ND

1.2×10 *

1.4×10 *

8.42×10

MC-3C

2-3.5

+

-

+

+

1.67*

1.29*

8.5×106

4.4×106

9.58×105

7.4/11.3

MC-3C

3.5-8

+

+

+

+

1.20*

1.84**

2.2×105*

9.0×105*

2.47×104

2.2/11.1

MC-3C

8-16

+

+

+

-

ND

ND

2.0×104**

4.0×105**

3.67×103

0.9/18
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0.6/7.3

(Table 1). Samples are referred to by core name with the depth in subscript throughout
this manuscript, for example MC-2B(0-4

cm).

Sediments for activity experiments were

processed on site. Samples for nucleic acid extraction were stored in sterile whirl-pak
(Nasco) bags at -10 °C at the field site and then shipped to the University of Tennessee in
the dark at -20 °C.
35S-Sulfate

incubation experiments

Biologically mediated sulfate reduction was measured using the passive extraction
method (Ulrich et al., 1997) following incubation with 35SO42- tracer. Approximately 5 g
of sediment from selected depths (Table 1) was aseptically transferred using a sterile
spatula into pre-weighed, pre-combusted, N2-gassed serum vials. These depths were
selected because they corresponded to the lowest reduction potential in both cores (at ~3.5
cm) (Mitchell and Mikucki, unpublished data). MC-2B(0-4 cm) corresponded to the surficial
sediments selected for extensive biogeochemical characterization (i.e. Christner et al.,
2014). SLW lake water (5 ml) was also tested. All solutions and vials used in this
experiment were N2-flushed. One ml of sterile DNA-free water (Fisher) was added to the
sediments to make a slurry to minimize issues caused by potential isotope diffusion within
the sediments. Small test tubes containing 2.5 ml of 10% zinc acetate (sulfide traps)
flushed with N2 gas were added to each serum vial. Blank serum vials containing sterile
water were incubated along with all samples to correct for possible background transfer of
the radiolabel to the traps. 2.75 µCi 35S-SO42- (specific activity ~ 1490 Ci/mmol) was
added to the serum vials with a sterile syringe. We calculated that this injection added
only 25 nM of sulfate to the porewater. Each sediment sample depth included 3 live and 3
killed controls whereas bulk SLW water included 4 live and 4 killed samples (kills = 2%
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paraformaldehyde, final concentration). Because two organic carbon atoms are oxidized
for every sulfate ion reduced, formate (50 mM, final concentration) was added to a parallel
set of sediment samples to ensure that that organic carbon was present at saturating levels
during the incubation period. Samples were incubated at 1-2 °C for 9 days. Experiments
were terminated by the addition of 6 M HCl (8 ml) and 1M CrCl2 in 0.5 M HCl (8 ml) via
syringe. Vials were mixed at 125 RPM for 48 hrs to insure all total reactive inorganic S
(TRIS) was liberated as H2S and precipitated in the zinc traps. This passive extraction
method has been shown to efficiently extract TRIS as FeS, FeS2 and S2- but has low
efficiency for the extraction of S° thus it may underestimate total sulfate reduction (Ulrich
et al., 1997). Zinc traps were then removed and the contents added to scintillation cocktail
(Cytoscint ES) and the activity was measured using standard liquid scintillation
spectrometry in the Crary Lab at McMurdo Station. Sulfate reduction rates (SRR; pmol
SO4-2 cm-3 d-1) were estimated according to the equation (Fossing and Jørgensen, 1989)

Where a is the radioactivity (dpmlive-dpmkills) in the TRIS fraction, A is the radioactivity
(dpm) added to the sample as 35S-SO42-. [SO42−] is the concentration of sulfate (pmol
cm−3) in the sample, t is the incubation time (days), and 1.06 is a correction factor for
enzymatic isotope discrimination. Sulfate reduction rates presented represent the mean
(±SD) of three replicates. Density, porosity, and sulfate concentrations in sediment
porewater for the experimental depths were based on values collected from a replicate
core (MC-2A) obtained during the second multi-corer cast (Michaud and Priscu, in prep).
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Porosity and density in core MC-2A were measured as described by Riedinger et al.
(2010).
Microbial cell enumeration
Cells were enumerated in one sediment sample. This sample was collected from the
exterior of an instrument that penetrated into the sediments no deeper than 20 cm. Since
this sample was not obtained from a discrete depth of the stratified sediment core, we
describe our methods here and report our results as an estimate of cell density in SLW
sediments. Cells were extracted using a physical and chemical method. Slurries were
prepared in triplicate by homogenizing sediments (2-4 g) with 1X PBS buffer (final ratio
1:2). Slurries were fixed with paraformaldehyde (2% final concentration) for ~ 16 hrs,
then methanol and a 1% Tween80 solution were added (10% final concentration) to detach
cells from sediments; this chemical extraction step was modified from Kallmeyer et al.
(2008). Slurries were vortexed at medium-high speed at 4 °C for 30 min. then centrifuged
at 50 x g for at least 1 hr at 4 °C, or until majority of sediment particles appeared settled.
Three ml of supernatant was collected onto a 0.2 µm polycarbonate filter and stained with
25X SYBR Gold nucleic acid stain (Invitrogen™) for 15 min. (Ball and Virginia, 2014).
Filters were rinsed with 1 ml 0.2 µm filtered nanopure water and enumerated using epifluorescence microscopy (Leica DM5500B with an excitation filter set BP 480/40). A
procedure blank of solutions was processed alongside the sample replicates and quantified
to rule out contamination. Three ml of autoclaved 0.2 µm filtered nanopure water was
processed through the filtration towers prior to each sample replicate and was quantified
and subtracted from total sample counts.
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DNA extraction and PCR amplification
DNA was extracted in triplicate from 0.3-0.4 g of sediment in a class II type A2
clean hood (LabConco model #3460001) using the FastDNATM SPIN Kit (MP
Biomedicals) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Eluent containing DNA from each
extraction from the same depth was pooled. Kit solutions were extracted simultaneously as
a control for methodological contamination. A fragment (384-396 bp) of the alpha subunit
of adenosine-5’-phosphosulfate reductase (aprA) was amplified using the forward primer
AprA-1-FW and the reverse primer AprA-5-RV (Meyer and Kuever, 2007c). A short
fragment (221 bp) of the alpha subunit of dissimilatory sulfite reductase (dsrA) was
amplified using forward primer DSR1F+ and the reverse primer DSR-R (Kondo et al.,
2004). The dissimilatory sulfite reductase alpha and beta subunits (dsrAB) were amplified
(1.9 kb) using forward primer DSR1F and the reverse primer DSR4R (Wagner et al.,
1998). Reverse dissimilatory reductase alpha and beta subunits (rdsrAB) were amplified
with all published forward and reverse rdsrAB primer combinations (Loy et al., 2009;
Lenk et al., 2011). All primer sequences are listed in Table 2. REDTaq® ReadyMixTM
PCR Reaction Mix (Sigma Aldrich) was used with each primer combinations according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. PCR reactions contained 25 µl RedTaq, 4 µl of template (<
15 ng DNA ul-1), 1 µl of each forward and reverse primer (final primer concentration 200
nM), and 19 µl of nuclease-free water for a final volume of 50 µl. Amplification of aprA
was initiated at 94 °C for 2 min., then proceeded for 40 cycles (Green-Saxena et al., 2012)
of 1 min. 94 °C denaturation; 1 min. 48 °C annealing; and 1 min. 72 °C extension, with a
final elongation 7 min. at 72 °C. Amplification of aprA was increased to 43 cycles for core
MC-2B(4-8 cm) because no amplification was observed after 40 cycles. Annealing
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temperature was increased to 57 °C and repeated for 41 cycles for dsrA amplification.
dsrAB and rdsrAB amplification was performed as described for aprA, but included 42
cycles, 2 min. extension, with a final elongation of 7 min. Extracts (4 µl) from kit blanks
and sterile water reagent blanks were processed for PCR controls for all amplifications.
No amplification products were detected in the controls without template or the extraction
kit blanks.
Quantitative PCR
Gene copy abundances of bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA genes and aprA were
measured in triplicate (technical replicates) using an iQTM5 Multicolor Real-Time PCR
Detection System (Bio Rad). Standards for bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA genes were
constructed using DNA extracted from pure cultures of Escherichia coli and
Methanococcus jannaschii, respectively. 16S rRNA genes were amplified, gel purified
using Wizard PCR clean up (Promega), and cloned using the TOPO® TA cloning kit (Life
Technologies) with One Shot® TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli and the pCRTM4
cloning vector. Plasmids were purified using the PureYieldTM Plasmid Miniprep System
(Promega) and starting gene copy abundances in extracted plasmid was calculated
according to Ritalahti et al. (2006). Plasmids were serially diluted to concentrations of
1×101 to 1×109 copies µl-1. aprA gene standards were made using plasmids extracted from
an aprA clone from this study and were diluted to concentrations of 1×101 to 1×107 copies
µl-1. A two-step protocol described by Lloyd et al. (2011) was used to quantify
amplification under the following conditions: 95 °C for 5 min. and 40 cycles of 95 °C for
1 min. and 60 °C for 30 sec. Melting curves were performed at 0.5 °C steps from 55 °C to
95 °C and analyzed after each quantification to check for primer dimer formation and
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Table 2. DNA oligonucleotide primers used in this study.
Primer and Use
Sequence (5’-3’)
PCR Amplification and cloning
AprA-1-FW Forward TGGCAGATCATGATYMAYGG
AprA-5-RV Reverse GCGCCAACYGGRCCRTA
DSR1F+ Forward ACSCACTGGAAGCACGGCGG
DSR-R Reverse GTGGMRCCGTGCAKRTTGG
DSR1 Forward ACSCACTGGAAGCACG
DSR4 Reverse GTGTAGCAGTTACCGCA
rDSR1Fa AARGGNTAYTGGAARG
rDSR1Fb TTYGGNTAYTGGAARG
rDSR1Fc ATGGGNTAYTGGAARG
rDSR4Ra CCRAARCAIGCNCCRCA
rDSR4Rb GGRWARCAIGCNCCRCA
rDSRA240F GGNTAYTGGAARGGNGG
rDSR808R CCDCCNACCCADATNGC
Sequencing
T3 ATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGA
T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG
Q-PCR
Bac340 Forward TCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAGT
Bac515 Reverse CGTATTACCGCGGCTGCTGGCAC
Arc915 Forward AGGAATTGGCGGGGGAGCAC
Arc1059 Reverse GCCATGCACCWCCTCT
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Reference
Meyer and Kuever, 2007c
Meyer and Kuever, 2007c
Kondo et al., 2004
Kondo et al., 2004
Wagner et al., 1998
Wagner et al., 1998
Loy et al., 2009
Loy et al., 2009
Loy et al., 2009
Loy et al., 2009
Loy et al., 2009
Lenk et al., 2011
Lenk et al., 2011

Nadkarni et al., 2002
Nadkarni et al., 2002
Takai and Horikoshi., 2000
Yu et al., 2005

amplification specificity. All samples were quantified on the same Q-PCR run and
samples from the same DNA extraction were used to quantify all genes. 16S rRNA primer
targets and coverage were checked in silico using TestPrime 1.0 application (Klindworth
et al., 2012) using the SILVA SSU r119 RefNR database (Quast et al., 2013;
http://www.arb-silva.de). 16S rRNA gene primer sets in this study (Table 2) cover 73% of
the domain Bacteria (0% Archaea) and 73% of the domain Archaea (0% Bacteria).
Primers from this study (Table 2), have successfully been used for aprA quantification in
Peru margin sediment samples (Blazejak and Schippers, 2011). All reactions had a final
volume of 25 µl, and included 12.5 µl of QuantiFast SYBR Green PCR mastermix
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and 2 µl of template. Bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA gene
primer concentrations (80 nM final) were used as described by Lloyd et al. (2011). Final
aprA primer concentrations were 200 nM. All standards were only thawed once and run in
triplicate. Threshold cycles from each replicate were averaged to make a standard curve.
Starting quantities were calculated from a log-linear standard curve (R2 value ≥ 0.98). The
detection limit based on the standard curves for archaeal 16S rRNA genes were 1×103
copies µl-1, bacterial 16S rRNA genes were 1×102 copies µl-1, and aprA was 1×101 copies
µl-1. Controls included DNA extraction blanks and Q-PCR reagents without template.
Controls amplified more than 2 threshold cycles later than samples or fell below the
quantification limit for each gene.
Clone library construction
Amplicons of the aprA, dsrA, dsrAB, and rdsrAB genes were purified by gel
extraction using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (Promega) following the
manufacturer’s protocol. The products from 7 primer sets for rdsrAB were pooled; for all
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other genes, only one primer set was used (Table 2). Clone libraries were constructed
using TOPO® TA cloning kit (Invitrogen™) with One Shot® TOP10 Chemically
Competent E. coli and the pCRTM4 cloning vector. Approximately 50 colonies were
randomly picked after growth on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plates with kanamycin and
cultured in LB. Plasmids were extracted using the PureYieldTM Plasmid Miniprep System
(Promega) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Sanger sequencing was performed on
the extracted plasmids using the T3 and T7 primers (Table 2). ABI Big-Dye v3.1 cycle
sequencing mix was used for reactions run on an ABI 3130 analyzer (Applied Biosystems)
at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville Molecular Biology Resource Facility and the
Clemson University Genomics Institute.
Phylogenetic and diversity analyses
Nucleotide sequences were imported into BioEdit version 7.2.3 (Hall, 1999;
http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/bioedit/bioedit.html). Vector sequence was removed, and
nucleotide sequences were checked for possible chimeric artifacts using the program
Bellerophon (Huber et al., 2004) or manually by BLASTn alignment analysis as was used
previously (Antony et al., 2010; Nilsson et al., 2010). Nucleotide sequences were
translated into amino acid sequences and aligned using ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007) in
BioEdit (Hall, 1999). Numerous functional gene diversity studies of environmental
samples studies use an amino acid sequence identity cut off 90-97% to describe distinct
operational taxonomic units or OTUs (Loy et al., 2009; Lenk et al., 2011; Leloup et al.,
2009). Here we define a unique OTU for aprA, dsrA, and rdsrA sequences as clusters of
sequences having an amino acid sequence identity of 90% or greater (Loy et al., 2009;
Lenk et al., 2011). All functional gene sequences in this study were grouped into OTUs
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using the BlastClust tool (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/blastclust). Only the alpha
subunit portion of the 1.9 kb dsrAB and rdsrAB (255 amino acids) was used for cluster
analyses. Amino acid sequences were searched against the NR database in NCBI using
BLASTp (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.bov/Blast.cgi).
Phylogenetic analysis included aligning aprA sequences from reference strains and
sequences of highest amino acid identity to cultured and uncultured aprA sequences in the
NR database. aprA OTUs were then functionally classified as SRP or SOP based on
lineages defined by Meyer and Keuver (2007a). These lineage designations are supported
by amino acid indels that are unique to the lineages as described by Meyer and Keuver
(2007a; 2007b). Sequences that did not fall within either the SRP or SOP aprA lineages
were referred to as sequences of uncertain function. After designating aprA sequences into
OTUs, one representative sequence from each OTU was selected for tree construction. A
neighbor-joining tree was constructed using MEGA version 6 (Tamura et al., 2013) and
Jones-Thornton-Taylor (JTT) substitution model and a bootstrap analysis of 1000
replicates.
Statistical tests (Table 3) were calculated to evaluate aprA diversity including,
Shannon-Weaver diversity index (H´) and Simpon’s index (D). Sampling coverage was
evaluated using the Chao1 richness estimator, Good’s coverage, and rarefaction. Good’s
coverage (C) was calculated using the equation C = 1-(ni/N), where ni is the number of
single unique clones, and N is the total number of clones in the library (Good, 1953;
Singleton et al., 2001). Simpsons’ indices, Shannon-Weaver, and Chao1 richness
estimator were calculated using standard equations in Hill et al. (2003). Chao1 richness
estimator was calculated to estimate the OTU abundance expected in each clone library
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using standard equations in Hill et al. (2003). Rarefaction curves were generated to
estimate the thoroughness of sequencing. Curves were generated using R version 2.15.0
(R Development Core Team, 2008) and the script
(http://www.jennajacobs.org/R/rarefaction.html) to evaluate our clone library size.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers
aprA, dsrA, and rdsrA gene sequences were deposited in GenBank under the
accession numbers KM589857-KM590347.

Results
Sediment characteristics
SLW sediments were water-lain and homogeneous fine-grained diamicton with no
evidence of particle size sorting (Powell and Hodson, 2014). The absence of silt or sand
lags indicated slow basal water flow, even during the episodic lake draining events
described by Fricker and Scambos (2009). Porosity and water content is notably higher in
the upper 40 cm than the more consolidated till below. All analyses in this study are in the
upper, higher water content unit (0-34 cm) (Powell and Hodson, 2014). Fossil diatoms and
other marine sediment derived particulates are rare and poorly preserved in all SLW
sediments (Scherer et al., 2014), despite the fact that the source rocks that make up the till
include a significant marine component (Scherer et al., 1991). The relative lack of diatoms
in the SLW sediments analyzed in this study when compared with tills further upstream,
beneath the WIS (Scherer, 1991; Scherer et al., 1998), is largely a result of mechanical
degradation, from both subglacial shear strain in deforming till (Scherer et al., 2004; 2005)
and long distance transport from their upstream source rocks. As the opaline silica of
diatom frustrales fragments, their surface area increases, exposing encased residual
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Table 3. Estimates of aprA diversity, richness, and clone library coverage in SLW
Sediments.
Sediment Sample
Total # clones
Total # OTUs
Good’s Coverage
Simpson’s Index (D)
Shannon-Weaver Index (Hʹ)
Chao1 Richness Estimator

All

MC-2B

MC-2B

MC-2B

MC-3C

MC-3C

MC-3C

(0-4 cm)

(4-8 cm)

(28-34 cm)

(2-3.5 cm)

(3.5-8 cm)

(8-16 cm)

275
16
0.98
0.40
1.50

45
6
0.93
0.61
0.83

28
3
0.96
0.5
0.77

39
8
0.92
0.24
1.62

45
4
0.98
0.68
0.63

40
6
0.93
0.45
1.09

39
8
0.92
0.16
1.82

34

11

3

13

5

6

8
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organic matter which can be available to microbial colonization which would accelerate
dissolution of remaining siliceous residues. Many of the fossil siliceous sponge spicules in
SLW sediments, which are much denser than diatoms, have dissolution pitting that is
likely influenced by microbial colonization. The SLW water column was -0.5 °C at the
time of sampling with a pH of 8.1. Sediments from 0-2 cm depth had a pH of 7.3
(Christner et al., 2014). Sulfate concentration in the water column and surficial sediments
was 0.56 and 0.62 mM, respectively (Christner et al., 2014).
Activity of sulfate-reducing prokaryotes
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SO42- amended incubation experiments of sediment slurries indicated that SRR

were statistically significant in all three of the SLW sediments tested, albeit at low rates
(average = 1.14 pmol cm-3d-1 ±0.60). There was no significant stimulation in sulfide
production with the addition of formate (Figure 2). Activity in SLW water column
samples was not detected (i.e., live samples were not statistically greater than kills).
Analysis of 16S rRNA gene libraries indicated that known sulfate-reducing taxa were also
not abundant members of the water column (0.1% OTUs) or the MC-2B(0-2 cm) (0.02%)
sediment community (Christner et al., 2014).
Quantification of biomass and total 16S rRNA and aprA genes
Numerous protocols have been developed for quantification of microbial cells in
sediments using fluorescent nucleic acid stains (Klauth et al., 2004; Kallmeyer et al.,
2008; Morono et al., 2013). However, quantification remains challenging due to autofluorescent properties of sediment particles, non-specific binding of nucleic acid stain, or
particle blocked microbial cells (Kepner and Pratt, 1994). Our extraction method required
at least 6 grams of sediment, which limited the number of samples analyzed in this study.
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Therefore, a Q-PCR approach was used to estimate abundance despite known caveats,
including PCR inhibitors in environmental samples, and DNA extraction and primer
biases (Smith and Osborn, 2009).
Copies of bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA genes were similarly abundant in the
surficial sediments (sample MC-3C(2-3.5 cm); two-tailed unpaired t-test p value >0.05) and
copy numbers of all three genes decreased with depth (Table 1; Figure 3). Abundance of
total 16S rRNA genes decreased from 6.3×106 copies g-1 in MC-2B(0-4 cm) and 1.3×107
copies g-1 in MC-3C(2-3.5 cm) (the two top depths) to 1.5×106 copies g-1 in MC-2B(28-34 cm)
and 4.2×105 copies g-1 in MC-3C(8-16 cm) (the lower depths) (Figure 3; Table 1). Gene copy
numbers of aprA decreased from 9.1×105 copies g-1 in MC-2B(0-4 cm) and 9.6×105 copies g1

in MC-3C(2-3.5 cm) to 8.4×103 copies g-1 in MC-2B(28-34 cm) and 3.7×103 copies g-1 in MC-

3C(8-16 cm) (Figure 3; Table 1).
While 16S rRNA gene copy number cannot be directly converted into biomass, by
accounting for average 16S rRNA copy number within sequenced genomes, gene copy
number can be used as a proxy for total cells. A survey of the currently finished microbial
genomes in JGI IMG indicate an average of 4.04 copies per bacteria cell and 1.64 copies
per archaeal cells (Markowitz et al., 2014). Although this estimate may not be
representative of the 16S rRNA gene copies of microbes in SLW, based on these values
and averaging the Q-PCR results for all depths, we estimate a microbial abundance of
1.6×106 cells g-1 wet sediment. DNA-containing cells in the sediment sample quantified
by microscopy were 2.0×105 (±5.1×104) cell g-1 wet sediment.
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aprA gene
Amplification of aprA was detected in all samples (Table 1) and a total of 275
aprA clones were sequenced from SLW sediments. Primers used for aprA amplification
target both SRP and SOP (Meyer and Keuver, 2007c) and both putative functional types
(as defined by Meyer and Keuver, 2007a) were present in SLW. The SLW sequences
formed 16 distinct operational taxonomic units (OTUs) (Table 4). Their relationships to
each other and their closest relatives were described by constructing a phylogenetic tree
(Figure 4). aprA sequences related to SOP comprised 74% of total aprA sequences (Table
4). The most abundant aprA OTU, 1A, represented 61% of the total sequences and was
found in all samples analyzed. OTU1A sequences were affiliated with SOP lineage I, and
were 97-94% identical to the aprA found in the Betaproteobacterium, “Sideroxydans
lithotrophicus” ES-1 (Table 4; Figure 4). Other SOP-related sequences (OTUs 3A and
13A; combined 6% of total sequences) fell within SOP lineage II and were 95-92% related
to Thiobacillus spp., including T. denitrificans and T. plumbophilus, and Thiodictyon sp.
f4 (Table 4; Figure 4).
Five OTUs (9A, 11A, 12A, 14A, 15A) represented aprA sequences (4% of total
aprA sequences) related to known SRP in samples MC-2B(28-34 cm) and MC-3C(8-16 cm)
(Table 4). This included sequences most closely related to Desulfobacterium anilini (9586%), Desulfatitalea tepidiphila (95%), and Desulfotomaculum kuznetsovii (88-80%)
(Table 4). aprA OTUs 9A, 14A, and 15A (3% of sequences) are most closely related to
Desulfobacterium indolicum (95-94% identity) and the Deltaproteobacterium strain
NaphS2 (94-91% identity). Both of these organisms are anaerobic sulfate reducers isolated
from marine sediments (Bak and Widdel, 1986; Galushko et al., 1990). However, the true
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diversity of aprA sequences in the samples deeper than 8 cm, where SRP-related
sequences were detected, is likely higher than reported as rarefaction did not reach the
asymptote and a higher number of unique OTUs was estimated by Chao1 (Figure 5; Table
3).
Four aprA OTUs (2A, 4A, 6A, and 7A) represented 27% of total aprA sequences
from SLW sediments and were 83-70% identical to the aprA found in
Thermodesulfovibrio spp. and 79-77% identical to the aprA found in the Chlorobi
members including Pelodictyon clathratiforme and Chlorobium phaeobacteroides (Table
4). T. yellowstonii and T. islandicus are known SRP, but their APS gene is thought to have
been horizontally transferred to the sulfur-oxidizing anoxygenic phototrophic members of
Chlorobiacaea (Meyer and Keuver, 2007b). These sequences of uncertain function
identified from SLW also contain an amino acid insertion sequence (data not shown) at
position 311(numbering after aprA in Allochromatium vinosum) that is unique to the
Thermodesulfovibrio and Chlorobiacaea aprA sequences (Meyer and Keuver, 2007b). For
these reasons, these aprA sequences cannot be designated to a specific function. The
second most abundant OTU, 2A, also of uncertain function, represents 11% of total aprA
sequences in SLW sediments. This OTU has an 83-81% amino acid identity to
Thermodesulfovibrio yellowstonii, an anaerobic, heterotrophic, sulfate-reducer originally
isolated from hydrothermal water (Henry et al., 1994).
dsrA and rdsrA genes
The primer set targeting a short (221 bp) fragment of dsrA amplified in all
sediment samples. The longer dsrAB (1.9 kb) fragment only amplified in the deeper
sediments; MC-2B(28-34 cm) and MC-3C(3.5-8, 8-16 cm) (Table 1) and sequences related to SRP
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Figure 2. Sulfate reduction rates (SRR) in SLW sediment samples. (A) SRR from
killed controls were subtracted from each sample replicate. Black bars represent sediment
incubations with no carbon addition; Gray bars represent sediment incubations with
50mM formate addition (±SD of triplicates). (B) Image of SLW sediment core MC-2B.
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Figure 3. Q-PCR quantification of bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA and aprA gene
copies. Total bacterial (black bars) and archaeal (white bars) 16S rRNA and aprA (gray
bars) gene copies from all sediment depths from SLW MC-2B and MC-3C (±SD of
technical replicates).
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree of SLW sediments aprA OTUs. Neighbor-joining
reconstruction of 16 aprA sequences from SLW sediments and the most identical aprAcontaining cultured organisms and environmental sequences. Values at nodes indicate
bootstrap support from 1000 replicates. One representative aprA sequence from each of
the 16 OTUs was randomly selected and included. SLW aprA OTUs are in bold and the
total number of sequences obtained within that OTU are in parentheses. Lineage
designations on the right are from Meyer and Kuever (2007c). Pyrobaculum aerophilum
was used as an outgroup reference. Scale bar indicates the branch length corresponding to
0.1 substitutions per amino acid position.
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Figure 4. Continued
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Table 4. Description of the closest cultured relatives related to SLW aprA OTUs and putative sulfur cycle function. SOP
lineages and SRP related aprA are defined by Meyer and Kuever (2007a).
OTUs

% total
sequences

Sediment Depths
Observed

Closest cultured
representative

% AA
Characteristics
identity
Sulfur oxidizing (SOP) - SOP lineage I
97-93
Neutrophilic, iron and sulfur oxidizer
“Sideroxydans
lithotrophicus” ES-1

1A

61

All

10A,
16A

1

MC-2B (0-4, 28-34 cm),
MC-3C (3.5-8 cm)

Single cell genome

6

MC-2B (0-4 cm), MC-3C

“Thiobacillus
plumbophilus”

95-92

Mesophilic, aerobic, hydrogen and sulfur
oxidizer

Drobner et al.,
1992

Thiodictyon sp.f4

94-93

Photoautotrophic, iron oxidizer

Croal et al., 2004

93-86

Facultative anaerobic autotroph, sulfur oxidizer

Kojima and Fukui,
2011

93-89

N. Pacific and S. Atlantic Subtropical
Gyre at 770m and 800m water depth

Reference

Emerson et al.,
2013
Swan et al., 2011

Sulfur oxidizing (SOP) - SOP lineage II
3A,
13A

(2-3.5, 3.5-8 cm)

5A, 8A

6

MC-2B (0-4, 28-34 cm), MC3C (2-3.5 cm)

Sulfuritalea
hydrogenivorans

9A

2

MC-3C (8-16 cm)

Desulfobacterium
indolicum

11A,
12A

1

14A,
15A

1

2A

11

7A

3

MC-3C (8-16 cm)
MC-2B (28-34 cm); MC-3C
(8-16 cm)

Sulfate- reducing (SRP)
95-94
Anaerobic sulfate reducer from marine sludge

Bak and Widdel,
1986

Desulfotomaculum
kuznetsovii

88-80

Thermophilic anaerobic heterotrophic sulfate reducer

Visser et al., 2013

Deltaproteobacterium
NaphS2

94-91

Anaerobic sulfate reducer, aromatic compound
degradation, from marine sediments

Galushko et al.,
1999

Thermodesulfovibrio
yellowstonii

83-81

Thermophilic heterotrophic,
obligate anaerobe, sulfate reducer

Henry et al., 1994

71

Thermophilic heterotrophic, obligate anaerobe, sulfate reducer

Henry et al., 1994

78-69

Thermophilic heterotrophic, obligate anaerobe, sulfate reducer

Henry et al., 1994

78-69

Thermophilic sulfate reducer, isolated from hot spring in Iceland

Sonne-Hansen and
Ahring, 1999

78-69

Anoxygenic phototrophic sulfur oxidizer, isolated from a meromictic
freshwater lake

Overmann and
Pfennig, 1989

Uncertain Function
MC-2B (4-8, 28-34 cm), MC3C (3.5-8, 8-16 cm)
MC-2B (0-4 cm); MC-3C

T. yellowstonii

(2-3.5, 3.5-8, 8-16 cm)

T. yellowstonii
4A, 6A

9

MC-2B (4-8, 28-34 cm); MC3C (3.5-8, 8-16 cm)

Thermodeulfovibrio
islandicus
Pelodictyon
phaeoclathratiforme
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Figure 5. Rarefaction curves of aprA in SLW Sediments. (A) Individual depths from
sediment cores MC-2B and MC-3C. (B) Total aprA sequences from all depths and cores.
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aprA were only detected in MC-2B(28-34 cm) and MC-3C(8-16 cm). Fifty-five dsrA sequences
from samples MC-2B(0-4 and 4-8 cm) and MC-3C(2-3.5, 3.5-8, 8-16 cm) formed eight distinct OTUs.
The majority of these OTUs (80% total sequences) were 78-73% identical to dsrA from
characterized species in the genera Desulfotomaculum and Carboxydothermus. The
remaining sequences were 88-78% identical to dsrA within the Deltaproteobacteria orders
Desulfovibrionales and Desulfobacterales and 99-95% identical to clones from marine
sediments (Blazejak and Schippers, 2011).
To increase the phylogenetic resolution of SRP diversity, the alpha subunit (255
amino acids) of the dsrAB gene from 36 clones collected from MC-2B(28-34 cm) and MC3C(3.5-8 and 8-16 cm) were analyzed. Six distinct OTUs were detected. OTU1D (84% of
sequences) represented a deeply branching dsrA cluster, with 65-64% sequence identity
to the dsrA from members of the Desulfotomaculum genus including D. alkaliphilum and
the sulfate-reducing archaeon, Archeoglobus veneficus. OTU1D was 77-75% identical to
a dsrA environmental clone obtained from various cold marine sediment environments
(de Rezende et al., 2013; Harrison et al., 2009). OTU3D (4% of sequences) was most
closely related (84% identity) to dsrA from the sulfate-reducing Deltaproteobacteria
species Desulfatibacillum alkenivorans, an organic carbon oxidizer capable of
chemolithoautotrophic growth (Callaghan et al., 2012) and Desulfosalsimonas
propionica, a halophilic propionate oxidizer isolated from Great Salt Lake sediments
(Kjeldsen et al., 2010). OTUs 2D, 5D, 6D (10% of dsrA sequences) were 69-64%
identical to Firmicute sequences, including Desulfurispora thermophila,
Desulfotomaculum carboxydivorans, and Pelotomaculum propionicum. dsrA OTU4D
was 76-72% identical to Desulfotomaculum carboxydivorans and Desulfurispora
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thermophila. These organisms are also members of the Firmicutes phyla and are known
spore-forming, sulfate-reducers (Parshina et al., 2005; Kaksonen et al., 2007). D.
carboxydivorans is a moderately thermophilic, chemolithoheterotroph capable of
respiring with and without sulfate (Parshina et al., 2005).
Amplification of rdsrAB was detected in MC-2B(0-4 cm) and MC-3C(2-3.5 and 3.5-8 cm),
but not in MC-2B(4-8 and 28-34 cm), or MC-3C(8-12 cm). Seven unique rdsrA OTUs were
detected among the 111 rdsrA sequences retrieved from SLW sediments. The most
abundant OTU, 1R (60% of sequences), was most closely related (83-78% identity) to
members of the Chromatiaceae family including Thiorhodococcus drewsii and
Marichromatium purpuratum which are anoxygenic phototrophs capable of oxidizing
hydrogen sulfide (Zaar et al., 2003). OTU2R (28% of sequences) was 91-88% identical to
Thiobacillus denitrificans and Thiobacillus thioparus. Three OTUs (3R, 4R, 6R),
represented 12% of total rdsrA sequences and were 91-80% identical to “Sideroxydans
lithotrophicus” ES-1. The remaining OTUs (5R and 7R) represented 2% of total rdsrA
sequences and were 84-83% identical to Sulfuritalea hydrogenivorans sk43H, a
facultative anaerobe and mixotroph that can oxidize sulfur (Kojima and Fukui, 2011).

Discussion
Abundance of 16S rRNA and aprA gene copies
Our bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA gene copies indicate SLW sediments are
heterogeneous, showing variable, but decreasing abundances with depth. These findings
are consistent with observations from marine sediments, where abundance decreases with
depth (Kallmeyer et al., 2012). Lloyd et al. (2013) compiled cell density data (based on
both Q-PCR and fluorescence in situ hybridization) from 65 studies of marine sediments
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and showed that abundance of archaea and bacteria varies and they dominate at different
sites throughout the global ocean. Abundances of 16S rRNA gene copies of both archaea
and bacteria were similar in the SLW surficial sediment depth sample (MC-3C(2-3.5 cm);
two-tailed unpaired t-test, p value >0.05) (Table 1; Figure 3). However, archaeal 16S
rRNA gene copies were higher than bacterial 16S rRNA gene copies in all other samples;
MC-2B(4-8, 28-34 cm) and MC-3C(3.5-8, 8-16 cm) (Table 1; Figure 3). Christner et al. (2014)
reported low archaeal 16S rRNA gene abundance in the SLW water column and surficial
(0-2 cm) sediments (3.6 and 0.3%, respectively). This discrepancy could be due to primer
bias; the primers used in our Q-PCR analysis detect a wider range of archaea (according
to in silico analysis using TestPrime 1.0 application (Klindworth et al., 2012) and the
SILVA SSU r119 RefNR database (Quast et al., 2013; http://www.arb-silva.de).
However, higher archaeal 16S rRNA gene abundance has been reported in the
oligotrophic and organic matter poor North Pond marine sediments (e.g., Breuker and
Schippers, 2013).
In SLW sediments, the abundance of aprA gene copies also decreased with depth
(Table 1; Figure 3). Functional gene abundances relative to total 16S rRNA gene copies
have been used to estimate population densities. For example, denitrifiers in soil have
been estimated to represent 0.1-5% of bacterial 16S rRNA gene copies (Henry et al.,
2006). Copies of aprA in SLW sediments represented 7.3% (MC-2B(0-4 cm)) and 14.5%
(MC-3C(2-3.5 cm)) of total 16S rRNA gene copies in the top depths. These percentages
decreased to 1.6% (MC-2B(4-8)) and 2.2% (MC-3C(2-3.5)) in the middle depths, and 0.6%
(MC-2B(28-34 cm)) and 0.9% (MC-3C(8-16 cm)) in the deeper depths (Table 1). While the
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abundance of aprA containing cells vary in our samples, they appear to be a large portion
of the community.
The aprA primers used for this study are universal for bacteria and archaea,
however no archaeal aprA were detected. If we look at aprA abundance relative to total
bacterial 16S rRNA, sulfur cyclers represent a high portion (18% ±9.9) of the bacterial
population (Table 1). Our aprA abundance is supported by reported 16S rRNA gene data
from 0-2 cm where a “Sideroxydans”-like organism represented 12.7 % of total 16S
rRNA gene sequences (Christner et al., 2014). Our results are higher than reports from
40 m below the Peru Margin seafloor, where aprA represented 0.5-1% of bacterial 16S
rRNA gene copies (Blazejak and Schippers, 2011). Our aprA sequence data, in
combination with previously published 16S rRNA gene data strongly support the notion
that sulfur oxidation is a dominant metabolic process in SLW sediments, largely
facilitated by a “Sideroxydans”-like organism.
Community structure, function, and diversity in SLW sediments
The presence of aprA, dsrAB, and rdsrAB in sediments from SLW indicates the
microbial community has the genetic potential to transform sulfur compounds (Table 1).
The functional lineages of aprA (e.g. oxidation, reduction, or uncertain function) varied
with depth in both sediment cores (Figure 6) although sulfur-oxidizing aprA was present
in all depths analyzed. SOP-like sequences were all related to autotrophs or facultative
autotrophs suggesting sulfur driven chemosynthesis may occur in the top 34 cm of SLW
sediments (Table 4; Figure 6).
Diversity measurements can be used to compare depth profiles or among different
environments. The Shannon-Weaver diversity index (H´) varied from 0.63 to 1.82
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suggesting heterogeneity in the sediment samples. Sulfur-oxidizing aprA sequences were
dominant in the top sediment depths (98% of total aprA sequences; Figure 5), and had
low diversity (Table 3). The abundance of aprA sequences related to sulfur oxidizers
decreased with depth (Figure 6), but overall aprA sequence diversity was higher at deeper
depths; MC-2B(28-34cm) and MC-3C(8-16cm), H’ values, 1.62 and 1.82, respectively. SRPrelated aprA sequences were only detected in MC-2B(28-34 cm) and MC-3C(8-16 cm) (Table 4;
Figure 6), suggesting a change in the sulfur cycling community structure with depth. The
true diversity of SRP was likely not sampled by the use of only one primer set for this
gene and Chao1 and rarefaction analyses indicate aprA was not sampled to saturation
(Table 3; Figure 5). The Chao1 richness estimates predicted a range of aprA containing
species (3-13) with an overall richness estimate of 34 species for all samples (Table 3).
We have likely underestimated the total number of SOP in SLW since the
alternative sulfur oxidation pathways (e.g., the SOX enzyme system), present in many
SOP (Meyer et al., 2007), were not addressed in this study.
The presence of sulfur-oxidizing prokaryotes
The most abundant aprA sequences were related to SOP lineages (Table 4; Figure
6). Seven OTUs, representing 74% of total aprA sequences fall within the two SOP aprA
lineages (SOP lineages I and II) as defined by Meyer and Kuever (2007a). SOP lineage I
represents genes in SOP that have been vertically transferred and lineage II represents
genes most closely related to SRP aprA which is thought to have been laterally
transferred (Meyer and Keuver, 2007a). Combined aprA and rdsrA analyses indicated
that the dominant sulfur oxidizer in SLW was related to “Sideroxydans lithotrophicus”
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Figure 6. Distribution of aprA sequences from SLW sediment cores MC-2B and
MC-3C among putative sulfur-cycling lineages. Sulfur cycling lineages as functional
categories defined by Meyer and Kuever (2007a). Blue represents sulfur-oxidizing
prokaryote lineages I and II, black represents sulfate-reducing lineages, and gray
represents sequences of uncertain function. Percentages represent the number of
sequences within the designated lineage out of the total aprA sequences obtained from
each depth. The total number of sequences obtained for each depth are listed in Table 3.
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ES-1 (93-97% and 89-91% amino acid identity, aprA and rdsrA, respectively). Strain ES1 was originally isolated from groundwater in Michigan and is characterized as a
neutrophilic, microaerophilic, iron oxidizer also capable of oxidizing reduced sulfur
compounds such as thiosulfate and iron sulfide (Emerson et al., 2013; Emerson and
Moyer, 1997). Thiobacillus spp. including T. Thioplumbophilis and Sulfuritalea
hydrogenivorans sk43H were also detected in the aprA and rdsrA clone libraries. These
results correspond with the 16S rRNA gene survey of MC-2B(0-2 cm) sediments from SLW
where a “Sideroxydans”-like phylotype was the most abundant (12.7% total sequences),
and a Thiobacillus-like phylotype (6.1% total sequences) were detected (Christner et al.,
2014). Our data provide functional gene evidence that supports the important ecological
role of sulfur oxidation by “Sideroxydans”-like and Thiobacillus-like organisms in SLW
sediments. Our results are consistent with findings from other subglacial systems. For
example, the 16S rRNA gene sequence identified as “S. lithotrophicus” from SLW was
99% identical to a clone from sediments beneath the Kamb Ice Stream (Christner et al.,
2014) and a “Sideroxydans” sp. comprised 12% of total 16S rRNA gene sequences in
samples from Robertson Glacier in the Canadian Rockies (Hamilton et al., 2013).
Perhaps the function of “Sideroxydans”-like organisms play a critical role in subglacial
microbial ecosystems.
The rDSR pathway may facilitate a chemosynthetic lifestyle for some SOP in
SLW. rDSR is necessary for the oxidation of intracellular elemental sulfur globules, or
the temporary storage reservoirs that are formed during the oxidation of sulfides in many
SOP (Dahl et al., 2005; Holkenbrink et al., 2011). rdsrA OTUs from SLW sediments
were most closely related to cultured organisms including phototrophs which is likely due
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to limited environmental surveys of rDSR diversity, in comparison to APS and DSR (Loy
et al., 2009) and limited physiological studies of the rDSR gene in chemoautotrophic
microorganisms (Loy et al., 2008). However, a recent study suggests rDSR may, for
example, play an important role in energy gain from elemental sulfur in the dark ocean
(Anantharaman et al., 2014). rDSR is present in SOP that lack the SoxCD gene which
codes for sulfur dehydrogenase involved in thiosulfate oxidation (Friedrich et al., 2005;
Frigaard and Dahl, 2008). Lenk et al. (2012) showed the presence of both the rDSR gene
and the complete SOX pathway in members of the coastal marine Roseobacter clade,
suggesting that the presence of two pathways increases metabolic versatility. It has been
suggested that the rDSR/reverse APS reductase pathway for sulfur oxidation is more
efficient in environments with low sulfide concentrations (Frigaard and Bryant, 2008;
Holkenbrink et al., 2011; Gregersen et al., 2011). Energetic efficiency might convey a
competitive advantage to microorganisms in SLW sediments making the rDSR pathway
preferred for the oxidation of sulfur compounds.
Sulfate reduction in SLW sediments
Multiple lines of evidence indicate that SRP are present in SLW sediments,
however, sulfate reduction is not likely a dominant process. Biological sulfate reduction
was extremely low, but measurable in all three sediment samples incubated with 35Slabeled sulfate (Table 1; Figure 2). Sulfate reduction activity was not detected in the
SLW water column, likely due to the presence of oxygen. Sulfate reduction was detected
in MC-2B(0-4 cm) and MC-3C(2-3.5 cm), where the dsrA fragment was amplified, even though
the dsrAB gene was not amplified. dsrAB could be in low abundance or not detectable
with the primer set used. While no aprA sequences related to SRP were detected in MC48

2B(0-4 and 4-8 cm) and MC-3C(2-3.5 and 3.5-8 cm), the small amounts of reduced sulfur detected in
our SRR experiments from these depths could have been generated by organisms
carrying the aprA sequences of uncertain function, (i.e. those related to both
Thermodesulfovibrio and members of Chlorobiacaea). aprA OTU 4A, was 83% identical
to a clone from Blood Falls (Mikucki et al., 2009), and both were 74-72% identical to
Thermodesulfovibrio spp, which are known SRP.
Detection of dsrAB and measureable rates of sulfate reduction were obtained for
MC-3C(3.5-8 cm). The highest rates of sulfate reduction were measured in unamended
samples from MC-3C(2-3.5 cm) (avg = 1.7 pmol cm-3 d-1 +/- 0.54) and formate amended
MC-3C(3.5-8 cm) (avg = 1.8 pmol cm-3d-1 +/- 0.43). Lower rates were measured in MC-2B(04 cm)

(avg = 0.4 pmol cm-3 d-1 +/- 0.04). MC-3C was stored at 4 °C in its core tube for ~24

hrs while MC-2B was processed; however the sediments collected from MC-2B were
likely exposed to oxygen during processing. Unlike the MC-3C samples for SRR, MC-2B
sediments were not immediately transferred to N2-gassed serum vials due to logistical
constraints. Thus, variations in rates between depths could be affected by limitations of
our field laboratory. SRR did not show a significant difference with formate addition
(Figure 2). SRR in SLW are low compared to surface marine sediments (0-4.5 cm) where
rates have ranged 20-38 nmol cm-3 d-1 (Holmkvist et al., 2011). However, similar rates
(0.2-1.0 pmol cm-3 d-1) to SLW have been measured in deeper marine sediments (300500 cm; Holmkvist et al., 2011). The low measured rates might also be due to rapid
reoxidation of reduced sulfur. If reduced sulfur generated by SRP activity is reoxidized
before it can be scavenged by the zinc trap, our rates may be an underestimation; FeS,
FeS2 and S2- are not released from solution until the experiment is terminated by passive
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extraction. A similar process, where reduced sulfur was quantitatively reoxidized to
sulfate, described as a catalytic sulfur cycle, was observed in the Blood Falls subglacial
brine (Mikucki et al., 2009). This type of sulfur cycle has also been detected in marine
oxygen-minimum zones and is referred to as a cryptic sulfur cycle (Canfield et al., 2010).
Rapid turnover of reduced sulfur may be an economical strategy for energy gain in deep
subsurface environments.
Three aprA OTUs (9A, 14A, 15A) and one dsrA OTU (3D) were detected in MC2B(28-34 cm) and MC-3C(8-16 cm) sediment samples that were closely related to
Deltaproteobacteria members of the family Desulfobacteraceae which are all known
SRP. Most Desulfobacteraceae isolates have been from marine and hypersaline
sediments (Foti et al., 2007; Kjeldsen et al., 2007), however aprA sequences related to
this group have also been detected in freshwater lakes (Biderre-Petit et al., 2011),
including ice-covered lakes Oyako-Ike and Skalle O-Ike in Antarctica (Watanabe et al.,
2013). These OTUs, which comprise 3% of total aprA sequences and represent 15% of
aprA sequences in MC-3C(8-16 cm), could provide reduced sulfur compounds to SOP at
deeper sediment depths. SOP found at this depth may use alternative electron acceptors
such as nitrate or ferric iron in the absence of oxygen. The concentration of nitrate was
higher in the upper 2 cm of SLW sediments (9.1 µM) compared to the water column (0.8
µM) (Christner et al., 2014), suggesting nitrate is available for microbial reduction.
Sulfide oxidation can also be coupled to ferric iron reduction (Schink et al., 2006),
although ferric iron concentrations for SLW have not been processed.
MC-2B(28-34 cm) and MC-3C(8-16 cm) contain aprA and dsrA sequences related to
Desulfotomaculum spp. and the family Desulfobacteraceae. Two SRP-like aprA OTUs
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(11A and 12A) had 88-80% identity and one dsrA OTU (4D) had 76-72% to
Desulfotomaculum spp. However, the majority of dsrA sequences from SLW sediments
were more distantly related (65% identity) to Desulfotomaculum spp. dsrA, making
reliable inference about physiology difficult. It has been argued that Desulfotomaculum
spp. play an important ecological role in subsurface environments because they are
metabolically plastic. They have been shown to grow under a range of sulfate
concentrations, can use diverse organic substrates, are capable of autotrophy, have been
identified as syntrophic partners with methanogens, and have the ability to form
endospores (Aüllo et al., 2013; Imachi et al., 2006). SLW dsrA OTU1D is 77-75%
identical to clones detected in Aarhus Bay sediments (de Rezende et al., 2013). dsrA
sequences similar to those from SLW have been found in other low sulfate environments
including estuarine sediments (Kondo et al., 2007). Thus the dsrA sequences from SLW
sediments could represent active microorganisms adapted to freshwater, relatively low
sulfate environments. Or, given the low sequence similarity to characterized SRP, the
dsrA detected in this study could also represent novel SRP lineages.

Conclusion
Combined analyses of the functional genes aprA, dsrA, and rdsrA, in concert with
measureable rates of sulfate reduction revealed a diverse sulfur cycling community and
identified potential microorganisms participating in sulfate reduction and sulfur oxidation
in SLW sediments. Functional gene OTUs in this study represent groups that encompass
a broad range of physiological traits. While some OTUs are related to previously
documented species from environments including marine sediments, groundwater, and
freshwater lakes, many of the OTUs represent novel lineages whose function is not yet
51

known. Our results further support the fact that Antarctic subglacial aquatic environments
host a diverse microbial ecosystem that remains inadequately studied. These data provide
new insight into the structure of microbial communities in subglacial environments.
The presence of chemosynthetic sulfur oxidizers in SLW surface sediments
reinforces previous reports of sulfur oxidation at subglacial sediment-water interfaces
(e.g., Tranter et al., 2002; Skidmore et al., 2005; Lanoil et al., 2009; Hamilton et al.,
2013) and supports the importance of dark CO2 fixation in subglacial environments
(Boyd et al., 2014). We provide the first estimate of sulfate reduction rates below the
West Antarctic ice sheet. Model simulations of subglacial methanogenesis in Antarctica,
an important unknown in the global methane budget, require an understanding of
microbially-mediated sulfur transformations, including rates of sulfate reduction
(Wadham et al., 2012). Rapid retreat of the grounding line and eventual collapse of the
Ross Ice Shelf and West Antarctic ice sheet will expose the subglacial ecosystem to
marine conditions, as has happened in the past (Mercer, 1978; Scherer et al., 1998).
Understanding the structure and function of subglacial microbial communities can help
predict the ecological impact of ice sheet thinning or retreat to the proglacial ecosystem.
Upcoming WISSARD studies at the grounding zone, where the stream draining SLW
enters the Ross Ice Shelf cavity will provide new information on how subglacial systems
interact with the global ocean.
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Microbial cell enumeration optimization
Three protocols for microbial cell enumeration of low biomass samples were
tested using a glacial till sediment sample taken from the terminus of the Taylor Glacier
in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, East Antarctica. The first method is, designated in this
thesis as “Minimally Manipulated LTER” and is similar to methods described by
Bottomley (1994) and Ball and Virginia (2014). Sediment slurries were prepared in a 2:5
ratio of sediment mass to 0.2 µm filtered 1X PBS and fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde
(final concentration). Slurries were shaken at 200 rpms for 1 hr and were let physically
settle until a sediment free layer was formed. The sediment free layer (~2 mls) was
filtered onto a 0.2 µm black polycarbonate filter and stained with 1 ml of 25X SYBR
Gold and counted using epifluorescence microscopy. Since this method may not be
rigorous enough to detach cells from sediment particles, a different method modified
from Kallmeyer et al. (2008) was used. This method incorporated chemical (acetate
buffer, detergent mix (containing 10% Tween80), and methanol treatment), physical
(vortexing), and density gradient (Nycodenz) treatments aiming to separate microbial
cells from sediment particles (Kallmeyer et al., 2008). The third method, called,
‘Modification Method’, was a combination of the ‘Minimally Manipulated LTER’ and
Kallmeyer et al. (2008) protocols. This method forwent the density gradient steps of the
Kallmeyer et al. (2008) protocol, yet still incorporating the chemical treatment described
(acetate buffer, detergent mix, and methanol), a physical treatment (vortexing), and a low
speed centrifugation to settle out majority of coarse sediment particles.
To initially compare cell quantification with the ‘Minimally Manipulated LTER’
and Kallmeyer et al. (2008) methods, the ‘Taylor Uplift’ sediment sample and a known
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amount of a pure culture of the bacterium Shewanella frigidimarina was spiked into
autoclaved sand and were processed as described using the ‘Minimally Manipulated
LTER’ method and the Kallmeyer et al. (2008) method, modified to not include the
sonication step.
The order of magnitude decrease in cell enumeration with the Kallmeyer et al.
(2008) protocol determined that the ‘Minimally Manipulated LTER’ method was more
reliable than the Kallmeyer protocol with both ‘Taylor Uplift’ and spiked Shewanalla
sand (Table 5; Figure 7). Certain steps of the Kallmeyer et al. (2008) method were tested
with a pure culture of the bacterium Shewanella frigidimarina to determine which steps
caused the cell loss. The chemical treatment step included an acetate buffer to dissolve
carbonates in sediments and a detergent mix containing 10% Tween80 aiming to release
cells from sediment particles. The effect of the carbonate step was tested on the fixed
pure culture dilution of S. frigidimarina spiked into autoclaved sand and the Taylor Uplift
sample. One ml of each fixed sample was added to 5 mls of acetate buffer for 2 hrs, and
were subsequently stained with 1 ml of 25X SYBR Gold. The cell abundances were
compared to the ‘Minimally Manipulated LTER’ method and determined there was no
statistically significant change in cell abundance (Table 5; Figure 8).
The pure culture of diluted S. frigidimarina was used to independently test the
density gradient step of the Kallmeyer et al. (2008) protocol. Two mls of 50% nycodenz
(% w/v) were placed in a 15 ml falcon tube beneath one ml of diluted S. frigidimarina
using a sterile syringe and needle, careful to not mix layers. The tube was then
centrifuged at 3000×g for 10 minutes and the top layer (cell containing layer) was
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decanted with a sterile needle and syringe, then stained with 25X SYBR Gold and
quantified. A significant decrease of cell abundance was observed (Table 5; Figure 9).
To determine if low speed centrifugation could be an alternative to separate
sediment particles from cells, the lowest centrifugation speeds and times that visibly
settled ‘Taylot Uplift’ sample coarse sediment particles (100 ×g and 200 ×g) were tested
to determine if S. frigidimarina cells would also settle at that those speeds. Centrifugation
and times (200×g for 5 min, 200 ×g for 2 min, and 100 ×g for 5 min) did not result in
significant changes in cell abundance (Table 5; Figure 10)
To determine if the remaining steps of the Kallmeyer et al. (2008) method caused
a loss in cell abundance, a third method that combined results of optimization steps so
far, included preparation of sediment slurries of ‘Taylor Uplift’, fixed with 2%
paraformaldehyde in a 15 ml falcon tube. Methanol and the detergent mix (Kallmeyer et
al., 2008) were added to the slurry to a 10% final concentration and were inverted to mix
thoroughly. Slurries were vortexed on medium high at 4 °C for 30 min. Slurries were then
low speed centrifuged at 200×g for 5 min. or until majority of sediment particles settled.
No significant difference in cell abundance were observed (Table 5; Figure 11).
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Table 5. Comparisons of cell extraction protocols and certain steps among ‘Taylor
Uplift’ and S. frigidimarina samples. Two sided t-tests were performed assuming
unequal variance. *p < 0.05 = significant
Protcol/Step Comparison
'MM LTER'
Kallmeyer et al. (2008)

Sample(s)
S. frigidimarina
+ Sand

p value
0.0038

'MM LTER'
Kallmeyer et al. (2008)

‘Taylor Uplift'

0.0012

Kallmeyer et al. (2008) Carbonate
diss. step (with or without)

S. frigidimarina

0.6079

Kallmeyer et al. (2008) Carbonate
diss. step (with or without)

‘Taylor Uplift'

0.2054

Kallmeyer et al. (2008) Nycodenz
step (with or without)
Low speed centrif. (200×g 5 min)
vs. no centrif.
Low speed centrif. (200×g 2 min)
vs. no centrif.
Low speed centrif. (200×g 2 min)

S. frigidimarina

0.0005

S. frigidimarina

0.5123

S. frigidimarina

0.2054

S. frigidimarina

0.8722

'MM LTER'
Modified Method

‘Taylor Uplift’

0.2641
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(B)

(A)

Figure 7. Comparison of Kallmeyer et al. (2008) and ‘Minimally Manipulated LTER’ extraction methods.
Comparison between a pure culture dilution of the bacterium S. frigidimarina (A) and ‘Taylor Uplift’ sediment
sample (B).
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Figure 8. Comparison of treatment of a S. frigidimarina dilution spiked into
autoclaved sand ‘Shewanella-Sand’ and ‘Taylor Uplift’ sediment sample with and
without the carbonate dissolution treatment as described by Kallmeyer et al. (2008).
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Figure 9. Quantification of diluted S. frigidimarina without or with nycodenz and
centrifugation treatment.

Figure 10. Quantification of diluted S. frigidimarina centrifuged at various speeds
and times.
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Figure 11. Comparison of ‘Taylor Uplift’ sediment cell extraction methods. The two
methods compared are ‘Modified Method’ versus ‘Minimally Manipulated LTER’.
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Optimization of cell counting from low biomass sediment
Quantification of microbial cells in low biomass sediments requires optimization
depending on sediment sample types of varying biomass. It appears to be essential to
optimize cell extraction protocols for different sediment samples as shown by many
methods aiming to optimize cell extraction (Klauth et al., 2004; Lunau et al., 2005;
Morono et al., 2013). For the ‘Taylor Uplift’ and ‘S. frigidimarina’ model samples, the
Kallmeyer method density gradient step seemed to have been the cause of cell loss. Out
of the initial two extraction methods tested for epifluorescence microscopy cell
quantification (‘Minimally Manipulated’ and ‘Kallmeyer et al. (2008)’), a combination of
methods that forwent addition of the density gradient and supernatant retrieval was
decided on. Even though no significant cell increase was obtained using the combined
‘Modified Method’, since no cell loss was observed, we used this method to quantify
cells in sediment samples from SLW. Since we did not have an abundance of SLW
sediment to optimize with, we still employed this ‘Modified Method’ since it
incorporated extra steps that have been previously shown to increase cell loss in other
sediment samples (Kallmeyer et al. 2008). Cell quantification using a cell extraction
method and epi-fluorescence microscopy includes many variables that can be modified so
in the future, careful attention to this manipulation needs to occur in a systematic fashion.
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